Case Report

Metastatic paranasal sinuses adenocarcinoma from breast carcinoma, a rare event: a case report
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ABSTRACT

Metastases to the nose and paranasal sinuses usually respond poorly to treatment and have a poor prognosis. We present a 31 year old lady with rare metastatic paranasal sinuses lesion which is adenocarcinoma that metastasis from breast carcinoma. All of clinical presentation, radiological findings, histopathological and immunohistochemically markers examination reveal metastatic adenocarcinoma. This study presents rare metastasis in head and neck cancer especially from breast to paranasal sinuses.
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INTRODUCTION

Nasal cavity and paranasal sinuses cancers are usually primary tumor and accounts for about 0.3% of all cancers.1 Distant metastatic tumors to paranasal sinuses are well documented but uncommon and exceeding rare. The clinical presentation is similar to that of primary tumors and common symptoms include recurrent epistaxis, nasal obstruction and facial pain.2 Most frequently metastasis to paranasal sinuses are those that come from primary malignant as in renal cell carcinoma followed by bronchus, urogenital ridge, breast and gastrointestinal tract, respectively.3,4 Few cases of metastatic carcinoma to the paranasal sinuses as well as reported in the literatures review of the 2004–2010 pathology records of patients with sinonasal malignancy revealed three cases with distant metastases to this region from primary sites in kidney, prostate and breast. Breast cancer metastases occur in >50% of patients. However, from breasts cancer commonly developed metastases in the body but rarely to head and neck and extremely rare to paranasal sinuses.1,5

Sinonasal metastasis should be made in differential diagnosis with primary tumors such as adenocarcinomas, melanomas, angiofibromas, hemangiomas, metastatic tumors and systemic diseases such as Wegener’s and midline granulomas.6 Finally, any patient with infrequently sinonasal symptoms and signs with suspected malignancy he should underwent full assessment including radiological examination with CT scan and MRI and angiography if necessary and then histopathological and immune-histochemically markers examination it should be considered and it useful to confirming the origin of the neoplasm. Pathological way of metastasis to the paranasal sinuses until now it is unclear and there many controversial theories in breast carcinoma spreads both by way of blood vessels and lymphatic channels.7 We present here a case report that known case of breast cancer that metastatic to the sphenoid, ethmoidal and frontal sinuses with left orbital mass lesion.
CASE REPORT

In 2010, 31-year-old Saudi female diagnosed with advanced stage ductal carcinoma in left breast. Left radical mastectomy with axillary regional lymph node dissection and adjuvant chemotherapy was performed at high specialty Hospital in Riyadh Saudi Arabia with regular follow up there. In 2015, she presented in Khamis Mushait Hospital, south region, at Emergency Room with left eye proptosis, left loss of vision within four days, left facial pain, bilateral nasal discharge, left nasal obstruction, and on/off left nasal bleeding for more than 4 months. On clinical examination: left eye proptosis, conjunctivitis, edema surrounding left eye, total loss of vision and tenderness. Anterior rhinoscopy and endoscopy done showed left nasal crusting secretion and congested nasal mucosa with softy red nasal mass in posterior part of left nasal cavity extended partially to nasopharynx. Rest of ENT examination is unremarkable. We referred patient to ophthalmology, oncology and general surgery clinics to assess her. We requested neck and paranasal sinus computer tomography (CT) scan and Magnetic Resonance imaging (MRI). CT showed: left nasal cavity, nasopharyngeal, left ethmoidal sinus and sphenoid sinus mass lesion. This mass it enhanced, infiltrate to be left extra coanal orbital mass lesion with multiple bone destruction included the nasal bone and posterior part of nasal septum, left frontal sinus and left lamina paparycea with medial recti muscles and surrounded the left optic nerve. The skull base was not involved and Brain tissue showed normal signal intensity (Figures 1-4).

After discussion with the patient, we decided to do endoscopic maxillary antrostomy, ethmoidectomy and sphenoidectomy with several biopsies, culture specimens. Surgery was performed under general anesthesia with no difficulties.

The sinonasal biopsies achieved in different sites and sized fragments. Specimens were fixed in formalin, then sent for histopathology and immunohistochemically analysis in our hospital.

Figure 1: Axial plain brain CT shows soft tissue like lesion is originating from posterior aspect of nasal cavity extending up to the ethmoid sinuses.

After discussion with the patient, we decided to do endoscopic maxillary antrostomy, ethmoidectomy and sphenoidectomy with several biopsies, culture specimens. Surgery was performed under general anesthesia with no difficulties.

The sinonasal biopsies achieved in different sites and sized fragments. Specimens were fixed in formalin, then sent for histopathology and immunohistochemically analysis in our hospital.

Figure 2: Bone window shows destruction of ethmoidal bone and complete opacification of sphenoid associated with left side sclerosis of skull base bone.

Figure 3: After i.v. contrast, it shows left intra orbital extension and left transcranial edema temporal lobe.

Figure 4: T2 MRI shows left intra orbital extension.

Figure 5: High power view clusters of malignant tumor cells in a background of desmoplastic stroma, H&E.
immunohistochemistry report at 2010 for the primary breast carcinoma it showed the same characteristics as in the sinonasal histological and immunophenotypic study. Metastatic breast carcinoma was the final histopathological diagnosis. After final diagnosis, the patient was referred agained to the oncology Unit at high specialty hospital in Riyadh for palliative chemoradiotherapy.

**DISCUSSION**

Distant metastatic tumors to the head and neck uncommon. Moreover, metastatic tumors to paranasal sinuses are exclusively rare and it usually primary in origin. The common presenting symptoms of paranasal sinus metastasis mimic those of rhinosinusitis and therefore, can lead to a delay in diagnosis. The choice of appropriate treatment in such cases is extremely difficult since the surgical approach cannot be radical. Surgery usually being limited to obtaining a tumor biopsy for differential diagnosis. The vast majority of these patients undergo palliative radiotherapy in combination with chemotherapy. Bernstein et al. described the first cases reported in the literature in 1966. The most known tumors to have a potential to give metastases in this area are from renal cancer. The most common sites for secondary breast cancer metastases are the lungs, liver, ovaries and adrenal glands. However, breast cancer can also give metastases to the paranasal sinuses. In the literature, only one case of metastatic melanoma to the ethmoid sinus has been reported. In-patient with renal cancer and frequent epistaxis should be suspected and roll out metastasis from renal cancer to sinonasal area. Loss of vision, decreased visual acuity, diplopia, and proptosis are the clinical symptoms of orbital affected by the metastatic lesion. The distant spread is unusual before locally spreads. Metastatic way to the paranasal sinuses until now it is unclear and there many controversial theories. Breast cancer spreads by both blood vessels and lymphatic channels. However, it can spread through vertebral venous plexus, prevertebral and epidural veins with innumerable intertwining vessels that communicate at every level, with the intercostal veins, venae cava, ayzygos vein and pelvic system. In addition, other theory suggested direct transcribrosal spread to ethmoidal sinuses. Final diagnosis is usually based on correlation between clinical, radiological, histopathological and immunohistochemistry findings. The main treatment of those patients with advanced breast carcinoma and metastatic to head and neck is palliative to improve or maintain their quality of life. Surgery usually being limited role only for tumour biopsy for differential diagnosis. By the way, the Local radiotherapy is the treatment of choice for pain relief. Preventing tumor growth and for organ function preservation with some conditions with chemotherapy. Systematic therapy with bevacizumab, trastuzumab and docetaxel are currently evaluated in therapeutic protocols. However, the breast cancer metastasis to paranasal sinuses considered very bad prognosis. By reviewed reported
cases, most of those patients died in few months after diagnosis.
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